
INTERNET �e internet has been my best friend since we �rst met, around puberty. Countless are 
the nights and hours together, sharing secrets and exploring our deepest depths. �e internet let me 
know I was Postmodern before I even knew Modernism existed. �e information superhighway is 
the only driving I do. �e waves of data are the only ones I surf. �e availability of media in the 
21st century amazes and inspires me, the forest, the labyrinth. Everything is an archive, a form of 
thinking (and memory) for me, and in this way also a means of be(com)ing Posthuman. �e 
internet makes obvious the existence of simultaneous yet irreconcilable realities. It’s quite exciting, 
even if we can’t �gure out what to do about it yet. �ough we’re both nearly unrecognizable from 
two decades ago, the internet and I remain best friends.
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ROCK & ROLL Rock & roll is dead. Rock & roll has completed its historical trajectory. We have
to question its creative potentiality and kinetic energy. I inherited my love for rock & roll from my 
mom; the celebration of life, having a good time, and a sense of doing things with the fullness of 
one’s spirit. �e epic o�en occult grandeur of much rock & roll, its rebellious desire to push against 
the walls of the box, its o�en “edgy” seriousness and meaningful mythologization of the self, has 
been a lifelong inspiration for me. Rock & roll has provided technical role models for living my life 
and making my art; �rom the idea of rehearsals and demos, remixes and b-sides, to long hair, tight 
pants, and ampli�cation…and don’t forget the sex & drugs. Rock & roll is, maybe, only symbolically 
important anymore. Symbols are important things to me. Long live rock & roll!
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MY HOUSE I’m a hermit, AKA homebody. I love my house. I work hard to make it a space that
I like to be in. My house is like a cave, a stage where existence and fantasy play out, a place to heal, 
to wander and imagine, a space to love in. My house is an important exhibition space for me. I’ve 
always covered the walls with images made & found & modi�ed, things I want to think about/of/
through/with/more, and share with others. I might never leave if I didn’t have to. 
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TEACHING Teaching is a way of touching the future, and a way of remaining in the present, if 
you’re lucky. Teaching is the best job I’ve ever had. Coming from where I did (working class child of 
a single-mother of two, in Utah) to be a teacher and artist is like a dream. Teachers have been some 
of my most profound in�uences and best friends, always seeming to appear at critical moments, like 
helpers on a mythical journey. I hope that I might provide this same kind of bene�t to others. 
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ECOLOGIES Ecologies (like all of our relationships) are dialogical, multi-leveled, and complex, 
full of interplay and emergence. Ecologies are poly / multi + meta-, post-, and so on & on. O�en, 
when something is too complex for humans to immediately grasp they call it “chaos”. �ese 
phenomena are actually high-order complexity systems. Complexity, rather than chaos. I make 
ecologies of images, media, and ideas. Species and beings and objects and symbols, genes and 
memes. �ey interact, and enact complicated inter-relationships. Give it time and keep looking. 
�e language becomes deeper, more sonorous, like a healthy ecology.
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NOAH TRAVIS PHILLIPS
Noah Travis Phillips is an artist known for his unique private digital media

archive of materials made, found & modified. He works with collage and
montage strategies, making multi-centric art that includes printing, web-pages,

videos, lecture-perforance, and so on and on. He recently worked with Anne Carson
and exhibited a performance-lecture at the Biennale of the Americas.
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1. Noah Travis Phillips, Untitled (Vaporwave:  an Abstract 
One-Act Play), 2018, single-channel video, sound, 4’31” 

2. Led Zeppelin, promo shot. 4. Artist’s bedroom, 2018
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COMICS I learned to read with comics. I could also say that comics were my 
�rst experience with and awareness of art. It was like a revelation; someone made 
those amazing mysterious worlds, with pictures, by drawing. So I started to make 
my own versions, �rst copying, then combining, then inventing. �ose 
experiences continue to strongly shape the art I make now. Comics have 
provided useful narratives for me, frames of reference, exposure to alternative 
pantheons, understandings of  other cultures. Recent favorites include: Saga, 
(rereading) Sandman, (and �lling in holes in my 90s) X-Men.
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ANARCHY I’m an anarchist, always have been. �e Golden Rule is the only 
rule I really subscribe to. My belief in anarchy is very idealistic and sincere, in the 
tradition of John Cage. I think everyone should take responsibility for themselves, 
live and lead by example. Every being the center of its own universe, in 
relationship with countless others. �is is also a belief in the freedom of ideas; 
ideas should run wild like animals.
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JENNIFER LORD Jennifer is a genius who I am endlessly learning from. She 
is honestly the best person I have ever known - thoughtful, creative, wise, poetic, 
romantic, funny - a rare being, a real human. She is a Tai Chi wizard, she is a 
magician of Ikebana. She is a great cook. Jennifer Lord is my favorite painter. 
Her psychedelic, dynamic, colorful landscapes are worlds I wish to inhabit 
forever. Luckily, her paintings �ll our home. I like for all of my art to have some 
kind of companion, like a consort, something that ampli�es and reveals other 
aspects, something to be in meaningful dialogue with. Jennifer Lord is mine. 
“J” is the 10th letter of the alphabet, she could also be #1.
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ARTFORUM Artforum included an article on my Shitbird Drone project when 
I was a totally unknown young artist. Artforum was a (very speci�c) window on 
the artworld for a working class young artist in the deep suburbs of the USA 
trying to imagine what an artist is, for better or worse. I appreciate Artforum’s 
density and volume, and the networks of meanings that can be made with these 
images in proximity (even if much of it is advertising). (Again) it’s like a friend I 
can have with me wherever I am. I’ve made a lot of collages with Artforums, and 
participated in a lot of unsolicited collaborations. Excited to be in here again.
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WEEDS Everyone ought to have a favorite weed. Bindweed is mine. Weeds 
never surrender. �ey grow wherever they can, wherever they �nd themselves. 
Weeds are o�en considered invasive species, getting in where they �t in, doing 
their best with the given structure, working to change it. Perennial weeds are 
always building on whatever they were the year before, through their faux 
autumn deaths they create better conditions for themselves (and others) in their 
spring return. �ey speak to the necessity of ongoing attention and work, and the 
ine�ectiveness of singular, absolutist approaches. Weeds are adaptable and 
generous, providing examples of alternatives. 
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6. Shitbird Drone, article. 8. Noah Travis 
Phillips, found & modified comic panel, 2018.
10. Jennifer Lord, Drag, 2017-18, Acrylic on panel, 
24 x 32”.
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